Wolf Design Studio Featured in Designscapes Coffee Table Book
One of only 11 US Architectural Designers selected for inclusion in Beyond Black’s 2017 Designscapes, which
Focuses on High End Architecture from Around the World
COSTA MESA, Calif., Nov. 27, 2017 – Wolf Design Studio has been featured in Beyond Black’s Designscapes coffee table
book. Designscapes is focused on exceptional architectural design from around the world, with over 20 countries
represented. Wolf Design Studio, a boutique full-service architectural design firm, whose innovative high-end custom
designs have been featured by Architectural Digest and Curbed LA, is one of less than a dozen architectural design firms
from the US that were selected.
“We are so pleased to be included in this year’s Designscapes publication as one of the high-end residential firms singled
out for recognition,” according to the firm’s owner, Derek Wolf. “At Wolf Design Studio, we pride ourselves on pushing the
envelope of indoor-outdoor living, where homes are no longer just a shelter from the environment but a part of it.”
View Wolf Design Studio’s profile in Designscapes: http://online.fliphtml5.com/nggv/keuz/
About Wolf Design Studio
At Wolf Design Studio, we create open, modern spaces that blur the line between inside and out, creating homes where
living space and nature become one. We focus on creating the ultimate living experience for our clients by understanding
their unique vision and infusing warmth into the design with materials, fixtures and furniture to create comfortable modern
spaces. For more information, visit www.wolfdesignstudio.net.
About Beyond Black
BBPublications is an exceptionally high end publisher of coffee table book series. Each edition is dedicated to a specific high
end industry, with varied content and interview profiles. BBeyond’s focus is on exceptional individuals: philanthropists,
collectors, new tech entrepreneurs, environmentalists, game changers. We distribute our books to this eco-system of
discerning individuals, as well as to a proprietary database of corporate partners. For more information, visit
http://beyondblack.org.
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